Littelfuse Breaks Ground on New Power Semiconductor Assembly Facility
June 25, 2019
New facility in Philippines reinforces commitment to power semiconductor growth with state-of-the-art capabilities and additional capacity to fuel
sustained output and innovation.
CHICAGO--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Jun. 25, 2019-- Littelfuse, Inc. (NASDAQ: LFUS), a global manufacturer of leading technologies in circuit protection,
power control and sensing, today announced that it recently broke ground on a new power semiconductor assembly plant in Lipa City, Philippines.
This will be the company’s third manufacturing facility in the Philippines and will be dedicated to assembly and test operations for power
semiconductor modules.
“Building on the IXYS acquisition and the high-performance power semiconductor products we added to our portfolio, the investment in this new, stateof-the-art facility in the Philippines will further expand our power semiconductor capabilities—a key driver of theLittelfuse growth strategy,” said Mike
Rutz, Senior Vice President and General Manager, Littelfuse Semiconductor Business Unit. “Over the last two decades, our existing Philippines sites
have developed a reputation for strong operational excellence and we will build on that foundation to deliver the highest quality power semiconductor
products and unmatched customer support.”
The new, highly automated facility will increase the company’s footprint in the Philippines by more than 60 percent and will add power semiconductor
modules to the sensor and circuit protection technologies currently manufactured in the Philippines. Once completed in 2021, the new plant expects to
add more than 200 new jobs.
Littelfuse Philippines received the 2018 AME Excellence Award from the Association for Manufacturing Excellence. The AME Excellence Award
primarily recognizes manufacturing plants that have demonstrated excellence in manufacturing and business, acknowledging continuous
improvement, best practices, creativity and innovation.
About Littelfuse
Littelfuse (NASDAQ: LFUS) is a global manufacturer of leading technologies in circuit protection, power control and sensing. Sold in over 150
countries, our products are found in automotive and commercial vehicles, industrial applications, data and telecommunications, medical devices,
consumer electronics and appliances. Our 12,000 worldwide associates partner with customers to design, manufacture and deliver innovative,
high-quality solutions, for a safer, greener and increasingly connected world - everywhere, every day. Learn more at Littelfuse.com or
powersemisupport@littelfuse.com.
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